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Ideal for:

Carwash booths

Showrooms

Crane tracks

Spray booths

Narrow spaces

Workshops

Partition walls

Logistics

Elevators

The Compact door is the perfect choice for architects and building owners
that value both its modern architectural design and its space-saving
qualities. 

The combination of its sleek, minimalist design and its compact sizing makes
the door suitable for both industrial and commercial spaces. The Compact
door can be installed where traditional overhead or sectional doors would not
fit. This makes it ideal for use in buildings with limited space or in combination
with overhead installations. In addition, the Compact door is extremely
durable and can withstand heavy duty use, making it ideal for any type of
industry.



Imagine...

Imagine a door that fits where other doors don't. 

A door that allows you to build workspaces that other doors won't. 

A door that provides both good insulation and is compact in size. 

Imagine the Compact door.

At the end of the previous century, our founder had
the same imagination. His innovative thinking and
many years of experience in the industry led to the
invention of the Compact door. A folding sectional
door with a compact footprint and a modern
design.

Thanks to the unique folding system of the door,
clients all over the world have applied this door in
a wide variety of spaces.

Nowadays an extensive network of resellers tends
to the needs of a growing customer base
worldwide.

Available Worldwide
25+ years of satisfied

clients
Made to order in our

production facility



Innovative features

Space-saving design

Endless customization

The insulated Compact door panels fold into a
compact package above the door opening.
No overhead rails ensure optimal use of
space. 

The Compact door is both a practical and
esthetical door solution.

Every Compact door is custom-made to fit
your needs. We offer a wide range of
customization options in terms of colours,
panel types, glass options, wicket doors,
engine types, etc. 

Try our online door configurator to see what
your ideal door looks like.

Thanks to the unique folding system, the
Compact door has some unique features. One
such example is external installation, allowing
the door to be installed outside of a space, for
example a spray booth or car wash box. 

The Compact door is the only folding door
that can be fitted with a wicket door.

...a door that offers new pers

Panel
types 

Options
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Design your Compact 
door online in 3D

Try the smart 3D configurator
(rolflex.com) to see what your Compact
door would look like. 

Get technical drawings, REVIT files and a
3D view of your door directly from the
configurator.

Transparent
"Full vision"

Translucid
"Full light"

Sandwich ...or a combination
of types

All RAL colours Wicket door High speed motor External installation

...and many more


